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QUESTION 1

In which of the following ways are goods handled with SAP Retail in the distribution center for the flow-through
procedure? (Choose two) 

A. In recipient driven flow through, goods are posted to a storage location for putaway. 

B. In article driven flow through, goods are moved from goods receipt directly to goods issue. 

C. In recipient driven flow through, goods are picked using outbound deliveries. 

D. In article driven flow through, goods are picked using distribution orders. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

When performing the settlement run for a vendor rebate arrangement, you notice that certain condition types have been
ignored. 

Which of the following settings in SAP Retail may have caused this? 

A. The condition type is included in the settlement schema, but not in the purchasing calculation schema. 

B. No account key is assigned to the condition type in the settlement schema. 

C. The condition type belongs to an incorrect condition class. 

D. The condition type refers to a subtotal that reflects the effective price. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following are the effects of a goods issue posting for an outbound delivery in SAP Retail? (Choose three) 

A. The stock quantities are updated in the article master. 

B. The value change is updated in the stock accounts in Financial Accounting (FI). 

C. The status of the outbound delivery is updated in the document flow. 

D. The pick quantity in the transfer order is updated. 

E. The stock type Blocked stock changes. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 4
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You want to use Open-To-Buy (OTB) planning in SAP NetWeaver Business Intelligence and the OTB check in SAP
Retail. 

In which sequence do you have to configure the system? 

A. Define the budget type - Determine the characteristics of the budget level - Activate the budget type (in SAP BI) -
Transfer the budget Customizing - Activate the budget type (in SAP Retail) 

B. Determine the characteristics of the budget level - Define the budget type - Activate the budget type (in SAP BI) -
Transfer the budget customizing - Activate the budget type (in SAP Retail) 

C. Determine the characteristics of the budget level - Define the budget type - - Activate the budget type (in SAP BI) -
Activate the budget type (in SAP Retail) - Transfer the budget Customizing 

D. Define the budget type - Determine the characteristics of the budget level - Transfer the budget Customizing -
Activate the budget type (in SAP BI) - Activate the budget type (in SAP Retail) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

In SAP Retail, when is the billing document created for a sales order with an item delivered to the customer direct from
the vendor? 

A. When the sales order is created. 

B. When the invoice for the purchase order is entered. 

C. When the purchase order is created and sent to the vendor. 

D. When the vendor posts goods issue for the item. 

Correct Answer: B 
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